Research issues and ethnic implications in essential hypertension.
Traditional discussion of the etiology of essential hypertension has often included renal, neural, familial, and genetic theories as well as dietary salt intake. Recent findings suggest a prominent role for abnormal cation metabolism, impaired membrane transport systems, hyperinsulinemia, and psychosocial and behavioral factors. These recent advances in hypertension research suggest that a variety of interrelated factors lead to common pathways for the development and maintenance of hypertension and that a single cause of essential hypertension is less likely. A survey of these hypotheses is presented, and those that seem most likely to lead to common pathways for hypertensive phenomena or underlie established ethnic differences in hypertension are discussed in detail. The future application of molecular genetics and biochemistry of vascular and cardiac myocyte growth to hypertension epidemiology holds great promise for understanding the etiology and course of essential hypertension.